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Indoor AP
Directly turn wired LAN into wireless .
According to different application,
we designed in-wall AP, ceiling AP
and wall-mount AP for hospitality
SMB, education etc.

       Outdoor AP
Widely applying to Wi-Fi coverage 
environment of complicated, long 
distance and small&midium zone. 
IP-COM product works well in outdoor
for long time and qualified to carrier
requirement.

Access Controller
Manage all online APs' VLAN, SSID, 
Channel, Security, TX Power, Reboot &
Alarm strategy, Clients Limitation in a fixed 
location.  Excellent for hotel, school etc. 

Gateway
Professional device for internet management 
and security control. IP-COM Gateway could help
to manage network access and optimizes internet 
to enable users to enjoy great use of broadband. 

                  Switch
Full kinds of switch with multi-function 
for customer to choose. You can buy
switch solely or together with other product
as a package for solution provider.

          Accessories
Include:  PoE adapter/Fiber module/
Fiber receiver and video surveillance.    

Site Reference

  Complete

Wi-Fi Solution



PROFILE
IP-COM is a leading global supplier of SMB networking products.  All IP-COM products are designed in United 
States and made in China, which assure the products to be good quality and competitive cost. IP-COM offer total 
Networking solution for Small & Medium Sized enterprises, hotels, hospitals, schools etc. IP-COM products
 include Indoor AP, Outdoor AP, PoE Switches and Gateway etc. Since its establishment, IP-COM keeps fast gro-
wing every year, especially in Chinese market. Now IP-COM is listed as the famous brand in China and awarded 
as the top 10 potential IT company in china. IP-COM has 1 Factory, 3 R&D offices and 7 Oversea Sales offices, 
totally 3000 staff worldwide.
 

R&D
Based on innovative R&D team IP-COM founded 1 R&D office in United Stated and 2 offices in China with total 
400 engineers. IP-COM invest over 30% of its profit to develop products every year and use the world A-Class 
system(Agile) and testing equipments to ensure the products’ performance and quality. IP-COM and her team 
members commit themselves to providing innovative and reliable products to meet customers' needs.

FACTORY
IP-COM's  factory is located in China with 150 QC staff and 2000 workers. The factory has passed through ISO
9001:2000 and use the world top ERP system(SAP) to manage the daily work flow. 17 High Speed SMT lines and 
24 Assembly Lines ensure the daily capacity up to 150,000pcs.
 

PARTNERS
IP-COM established strategic partnership with Broadcom (Nasdaq: BRCM), who is a global leader in semi-
conductor solutions for wired and wireless communications. IP-COM most  AP, Switches and Gateway are with 
Broadcom chipset

Five Star Hotel Cases

Four Star Hotel Cases

Saudi Arabia Holiday Inn

Beijing Capital Hotel

Jordan Mövenpick Hotelel

Jeddah Nahrawas Hotelel

Grand Pacific Hotel



Saudi Arabia Holiday Inn

BACKGROUND

OVERVIEW :

PROJECT BACKGROUND :

PROJECT REQUIREMENT :

Holiday Inn Yanbu  is branch of Holiday Inn which is afated to IHG (International Hotels Group).  IHG hotels
provide more than 674,000 guest rooms globally, serving over 150 million guests each year. Their family of 
nine trusted brands range from the friendly comfort of a city-center Holiday Inn® hotel to the luxury of an 
award-winning InterContinental® resort. 

  
As an international hotel chain, holiday Inn keeps its service up to date, as clients are requiring convenient 
wireless internet access at premises like rooms, dining venues, conference room and restaurants whenever
they are around. Holiday Inn need to upgrade its networking infrastructure from wired to wireless. 

Network had to be reliable to minimize Wi-Fi complaints.  

 Network management had to be user-friend and easily opreating to cut down maintain cost. 

Full wireless coverage for single room (1 to 15 oors )without signal interference.     

  There had to be sufcient capacity to support any spikes in network trafc. 

SOLUTION

 86mm sized W30AP are come with 1*RJ11 port for traditional phone connection, 1*USB port for phone 
charging and  1* Rj45 port for PC connection.   

 AP controller CW1000 is deployed by the branch of core switch to manage all APs, max up to 500 . 

 In-wall W30AP is ideal for fully single room Wi-Fi coverage and delivers voice and 720P HD video uently  .     

 Deploy G3224P to prevent any network intrusion as well as power up all 802.3af standards PoE AP W30AP .  

 Holiday Inn nally adopts IP-COM access controller and In-wall access point combination. 
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W30AP

W30AP

DEPLOYMENT

PERFORMANCE
In eld testing there is no dead spot at any single room.  

        

FEEDBACK

01/02

Wi-Fi

Topology :

With PoE 802.3af technology no need extra power system and greatly cut down deployment time and
hotel investment.

CW1000 Core Switch

FIVE STAR CASES

W30AP

W30AP

 Deliver voice/video on demand in single room. 

"We satisfy our guests they need to use smart phone or tablet pc to access Wi-Fi Internet in 
hotel rooms. W30AP saves us the trouble of putting access points in the ceiling and destroy-
ing interior decoration. It is also secure to protect our hotel guest privacy."
  
                                                                           ---- From IT manager:  Mr. Mohamad S.Khan

G3224P

G3224P

G3224P

G3224P



Beijing Capital Hotel

BACKGROUND

OVERVIEW :

PROJECT BACKGROUND :

PROJECT REQUIREMENT :

Subordinate to the State Administration of Government Ofces, Capital Hotel was soft open in March 1989.
It is situated in the historic DongJiaominxiang and is within walking distance to many interesting monuments 
and scenic spots including Forbidden City, Qianmen, Temple of Heaven, Tiananmen Square etc. With subways
and bus stops nearby, the hotel is easily accessible.. 

  
As one of the oldest hotels in Beijing featuring world class facilities and service, Capital Hotel has received 
many politicians, celebrities and other distinguished gures. To fulll the international service standard
and improve lodging ratio, the hotel urgently need to install a high standard and high performance WLAN.

The hotel need full Wi-Fi coverage for 1-19 F in building A and 1-11 F in building B without dead spot 

 Installation time should be limited and no affect to hotel normal operation 

The hotel is consisted of building A and building B. Total 589 rooms,10 conference rooms and western restaurant     

 There should be no disconnection while guest moving from one room to another room at same oor 

1Floor Public Area

SOLUTION

 After site survey we select PoE+Fit AP solution for this urgent project. 

Reception

Restaurant

Meeting Room

PoE

Fiber

Gigabit Ethernet

Wi-Fi

Topology :

Room 101 Room 102

Room 103 Room 104

Room 105 Room 106

Internet

DEPLOYMENT

PERFORMANCE

FEEDBACK

W40AP was mounted on ceiling and powered by PoE switch.  Plug and play without affection to existing 
decoration by easily ceiling mounting. Also powerful W40AP can fully coverage 6 rooms and RSSI higher 
than -75 dBi and latency is less than 10ms while roaming.   

G3224T

G1210P G1210P

 Seamless roaming that no disconnection when guest moving from one room to another. 

FIVE STAR CASES

 Ceiling mount W40AP provides Wi-Fi coverage for all guest rooms, RSSI higher than -75dbm. 

 Manageable PoE switch G1210P provides integrated power and data cat5 access, energy saving option available. 

 IP-COM AP control system offers awesome AP management ability for hotel daily maintains. 

" I'm very impressed by the stability and performance of W30AP. There's no Internet service 
complaint from our guests over 5 months. It enables us to reduce the service effort and 
enhance our hotel's customer satisfaction.."
  
                                                                                 ---- From Operation Manager:  Mr. stele 



Jordan Mövenpick Hotel 

BACKGROUND

OVERVIEW :

PROJECT BACKGROUND :

PROJECT REQUIREMENT :

The Movenpick Resort & Residences Aqaba is located in the centre of Aqaba, right on the northern sandy 
beach of the Gulf of Aqaba on the Red Sea.  This architectural delight features a mix of European and 
Arabesque designs, reecting a homely feeling. The resort combines grandeur, luxury and welcoming 
hospitality.

  The Movenpick Hotel expanded to enlarge its scope for serving more guests as well as 
cover several new hotel properties. With the added volume of users, the resort’s previous network capabilities 
began to fall due to the inability to handle the broadened range and increase bandwidth usage as well as data
 security.  .

Make sure the Wi-Fi meet the requirements of croweded environment as restaurants and bars. 

Full Wi-Fi coverage for 296 rooms (87 suites and apartments),Wi-Fi should be reliable and high-speed.    

 Isolation between terminal device specially for business traveler who focus on data security. 

SOLUTION

 After site survey we select PoE+Fit AP solution for this project. 

PERFORMANCE

FEEDBACK

After installation W45AP performs well even under large open areas of hall, restaurant, bar etc.
In guest room the slim and powerful W30AP can cover every corner by adjusting power and 
channel. At the same time our gateway fully meets customer’s requirement of portal authentication, 
throughput/trafc control, load balance etc.       

DEPLOYMENT

PoE

Gigabit Ethernet

Wi-Fi

Internet

Topology :

Restaurant

Meeting Room

Bar

G3224T

 With In-wall W30AP, it can isolation terminal device even under same SSID to prevent broadcast. 

W45AP

W45AP

W45AP

G1009P-EI

G1009P-EI

CW500

 Portal authentication keep hotel’ wireless networking efcient and secured.. 

 Built-in rewall for data security,M300 also secures your data . “By IP-COM solution we enjoy the easy management and powerful Wi-Fi experience. It was 
an excellent business process.”
                                                                                          ---- From CTO :  Mr. Amit Kothari  

FIVE STAR CASES

 In-wall W30AP provide excellent coverage and suitable for phone charging. 



Jeddah Nahrawas Hotel

BACKGROUND

OVERVIEW :

PROJECT BACKGROUND :

PROJECT REQUIREMENT :

Jeddah Nahrawas Hotel is is an 4-star hotel ideally located on Saudi Arabia, the stylish rooms and suites at Nahrawas Hotel 
are centrally located and free parking is available. All spacious accommodation features air conditioning and a seating area 
with cable at-screen TV, including a bath tub in the modern bathroom. 

  

Video/Vocie service in priority for business center, RSSI no lower than -65dBi.  

Full Wi-Fi coverage for 120 rooms (includes business center),Wi-Fi should be reliable and at high speed.    

 Only wireless network need authenticate. 

SOLUTION

 After site survey, we select PoE+Fit AP solution for this urgent project. 

 Deploy full managed PoE Switch G3224P for network security and link aggregation. 

 Total 61 units PoE Fit-AP W300AP are installed, VLAN to SSID tagging for authentication.  

  User-friendly Access Controller CW500 can manage APs over VLAN  

PoE

Gigabit Ethernet

Wi-Fi

Internet

Topology :

Meeting Room

lobby

G3224P

W300AP

W300AP

F1226P

PERFORMANCE

FEEDBACK

The network infrastructure and IP-COM wireless access point installed by IP-COM local partner provide
guests with reliable wireless internet throughout all 120 rooms ,whether relaxing in their rooms, work
-ing in lobby, specially  RSSI at corner of conference room is  around -62dBm. 

IP-COM wide coverage solution allowed Nahrawas Hotel to provide high performance wi-Fi for guests.       

Previous WiFi coverage was only limited to the bar and lobby    

 No isolation between Guests Wi-Fi and staff Wi-Fi

Multiple connectivity issues and complaints from guests

CW500

W300AP

One of the essential objectives is to bring customer value added service and enjoy FREE 
Wi-Fi everywhere and always keep in connection. IP-COM’s work help us to achieve this 
goal quickly.                             
                                                                               --------From IT  Manager: Frahan Khan     

FOUR STAR CASES

DEPLOYMENT

 Deploy 1 unit web smart PoE switch F1226P toset up different VLAN ID for guests in
different rooms and secure guests internet access

 Prevent LAN virus attack in early to secure network  . 



BACKGROUND

OVERVIEW :

PROJECT BACKGROUND :

PROJECT REQUIREMENT :

Grand Pacic Hotel is a luxury hotel with colonial Style, located in Suva, Fiji Island with over 120 rooms. The hotel boasts
four style of spacious guest rooms and eight styles of extraordinary suites, including six one-of-a kind, that offer opulence 
and epicurean delight to suit desired tastes. With the develop with smart devices, customers are demanding convenient 
wireless internet access at premises like rooms, dining venues, conference room and restaurants

  

 Enable toll Wi-Fi service and toll on time-limited.  

Full Wi-Fi coverage for 120 rooms, and Wi-Fi should ensure uent 256P video stream.    

 Centralized management for entire network and operation should be easy. 

SOLUTION

 To upgrade the network, we select L2 PoE+Fit AP solution for Grand Pacic Hotel. 

 SE3100 work seamlessly with the billing system to toll on time-limited. 

 300M wireless-N W30AP not only delivers 480P video stream uently but also supports 802.1x(Radius)authentication. 

 Add mid-span PoE switch G1048P into network to power up W30AP efciently  with limited change of existing network . 

PERFORMANCE

FEEDBACK

it enhances customer's satisfaction by providing reliable and better WiFi bandwidth service for guests'
convenience according with the handheld devices usage trends like iPhone, iPad and Android smart 
phones need to get WiFi connection. To reduce the service efforts, IP-COM's advanced Gateway SE3100 
with powerful function can save the problem to increase number of users' session and concurrent users..       

Consumer-grade router and 11g access point are poor at performance..    

 High network maintain cost

Hard to adjust network under next generation demand.

“IP-COM really applied international standards to the design of the network, and have further
underpin the exibility and viability in the network”

                                                                                   ------From Manager: Mr. Chethan Laksman
.     

Grand Pacific Hotel

FOUR STAR CASES

 AP Controller CW1000 features management over VLAN , watchdog, 5 GE interfaces as well as timed alarm & 
reboot strategy to enhance security and minimize downtime . 

IT Center

Internet

PoE

Gigabit Ethernet

5-15 F

   4 F

   4 F

   2 F

   1 F

W30AP

W30APWi-Fi

Topology :

CW1000 SE3100

W30AP

W30AP

DEPLOYMENT

        G1048P

        G1048P

        G1048P

        G1048P

 Without changing existing network to much for cost saving .  



BACKGROUND

OVERVIEW :

PROJECT BACKGROUND :

PROJECT REQUIREMENT :

   Bijie Minzu High School is open to the students whose parents belong to agricultural population the students belong to 
   minorities and the students from promote and poor villages. The students are from all over Bijie, which contains 250 
  villages and towns agencies.

  

 Compliant with wireless management/ wireless security system /wireless billing system.  

Full Wi-Fi coverage for classroom, library, playground and faculty building.    

 Reliable and economic Wi-Fi solution. 

SOLUTION

  For Bijie Minzu High School project, full managed PoE switch+Fit AP solution meet customer’s requirement . 

 IP65 rated outdoor P303AP is ideal for long-range wireless connection to cover playground and green road. 

 Dual-band  W75AP deliver HD Video/Voice concurrently with 50 sets device for high-density network . 

 Using G3224P to prevent any network intrusion as well as link aggregation for fast and secure network. 

PERFORMANCE

FEEDBACK

The network infrastructure and IP-COM wireless access point installed  provides student and faculty
with reliable wireless internet throughout all school, whether sharing in their playground, studying in 
 library or dormitory.  The long range , fast speed and competitive pricing of IP-COM solution allowed
Bijie Minzu High School a cost-effective,high-performance wireless internet access.        

In today’s educational environment, providing faculty and students with real-time access to internet-based resource
is very important. In order to increase teaching & researching ability, also improve informational management. it is 
urgently needed to build a wireless network either for E-class or faculty.          

“It is one of best-in-class solution. User friendly, easy to use and network is reliable, student
can easily access to internet wherever they need ”
                                                                                        --------From Webmaster: Mr. Johnson     

EDUCATION  CASES

 High power W45AP built in client limitation function for connection balance to enhance network performance. 

IT Center

Internet

PoE

Fiber

Gigabit Ethernet

Classroom

   4 F

   Playground

W75AP

Wi-Fi

Topology :

Core Switch

Bijie Minzu Middle School

W45AP

W45AP

DEPLOYMENT

G3224P

G3224P

G3224P

Outdoor AP Outdoor AP

    Library

    Faculty

 Sufcient capacity to support any spikes in network trafc for classroom. 



BACKGROUND

OVERVIEW :

PROJECT BACKGROUND :

PROJECT REQUIREMENT :

   The Nanjing University of Chinese Medicine is a university in Nanjing, capital of China's Jiangsu province. It was estab-
   lished in 1954, making it the oldest university in China dedicated to the study of traditional Chinese medicine. The 
   school offers 17 undergraduate majors, in addition to 29 masters and 22 doctoral degree programs. It enrolls approximately 
  15,000 students, including a number of international students.

  

 Support voice/photo/480P HD video delivery in Audio-Visual Education Room 

Only student and faculty can access to network and trafc under control    

 Security at the Network edge in case of intrusion 

SOLUTION

   Campus-Wide Wireless Coverage Enhances University Education and Life.. 

 Managed switch G3224T build high-performance GE campus network with comprehensive security defense 
 system, QoS and VLAN, hardware for layer 2 wire-speed switching. 

 Using G3224P to prevent any network intrusion as well as link aggregation for fast and secure network. 

 5GE AP controller CW1000 provides a single centralized management instance for the entire WLAN. 

PERFORMANCE

FEEDBACK

It is secure to protect hotel guest privacy and campus local area server's information won't be visited 
by any unauthenticated third parties and anti-virus. It supports layer 2 isolation, SSL web-based 
administration, ,802.1x authorized management, IP/URL ltering and session trace to enhance security.       

As a international comprehensive university, the Nanjing University of Chinese Medicine takes high regard in promotion 
cyber learning, online multimedia, interactive teaching and global interaction with foreign universities. To implement
a secure and fast wireless platform for campus is on the board.                 

 The Dual-band W75AP support multiple SSID, VLAN, and enterprise level encryption, with 
 the enhanced ability of adjusting TX power to enlarge coverage.  

IT Center
Internet

PoE

Gigabit Ethernet

   4 F

W75AP
Wi-Fi

Topology :

G3224T

DEPLOYMENT

G3224P

G3224P

G3224P

EDUCATION  CASES

Nanjing University Of Chinese Medicine

W75AP

W75AP

   4 F

G3224P W75AP

CW1000

Classroom

    Library

    Faculty

 Increase reliability and manageability of Wireless LAN  

"Centralized managed wireless network not only cut down management cost, improve 
management efciency as well. Also Wi-Fi speed and stability is excellent "  
                                                                     ---- From Operation Manager Mr.Nick

    Dormitory



BACKGROUND

OVERVIEW :

PROJECT BACKGROUND :

PROJECT REQUIREMENT :

   SENSO international shopping center is afliated to SENSO group which is established in 2009 and located in Wuzhong 
   centroid of Suzhou. The SENSO international center is 28 oors in total, which includes shopping mall, restaurant, 
   business building. Total coverage of phase 1 is 68,000 square meters. Specially SENSO shopping mall is at B1F to 6 F,
   coverage is 35,000 square, the shopping mall has over 300 brand counters and supply all kinds of Consumer Products.           

           

  

 Wi-Fi network could be easily managed by the mall's management or IT partner.  

Compliant with local Radius server and shopping mall management system.    

Customer’s trafc and access should be imitated and Wi-Fi in ofce can support VoIP/ HD steam.  

SOLUTION

  SENSO shopping center deploy IP-COM solution to enhance promotion ability . 

 Gateway M300 works well with billing system and portal authentication for AD promotion for visitors. 

 User’ trafc and access is under monitor and limitation with help of Gateway and W75AP 

 Dual-band W75AP design for high-trafc and visitor frequently changing environment for 2.4G/5G band PPC/PDA. 

PERFORMANCE

FEEDBACK

With the 60 pcs high-power,high-speed IP-COM access points deployed strategically throughout the 
hotel,allguests now have internet access freely from every suite on the propert. The industry-leading 
price to performance ratio made the IP-COM products a cost-effective and easy-to-deploy solution to 
provide a much-eeded service that has become a must-have for today's customers.

Consumers have been researching their purchases, comparing prices and ordering online before visiting in store for
years. This has been turned on its head now, with people now choosing to browse online while they are still in store, 
at a cinema, or even in a sports facility, to make sure they are denitely getting the best deals.  
   .                 

 The PoE switch F1226P can be set up different VLAN ID for guests in different rooms and secure visitors internet access 

DEPLOYMENT

Merchant can push promotion alert or pictures on the page of Wi-Fi link to cater for customers. 

Recreation

    Restaurant

Supper Market

Office

PoE

Gigabit Ethernet

Wi-Fi

Topology :

F1226P F1226P

W75AP

W75AP

W75AP

Internet

INC-M300

SHOPPINGMALL  CASES

Fantacy World Shoppingmall

“The simplicity is one of the strongest features. It just runs and works. I am extremely happy
with IP-COM solution ”  
                                                                                         ----- From Network Manager Mr.Lorker

Retails

  Server

 Software “AP unit” AP controller system easily monitor and manage W75AP cost-effectively.   

W75AP



BACKGROUND

OVERVIEW :

PROJECT BACKGROUND :

PROJECT REQUIREMENT :

   Located in Bao’an district shajing street,Shenzhen,Fantacy World shopping mall is one of largest shopping mall in Shenzhen
   which is close to civic plaza, 107 National Highway, Guang-Shen express. Total coverage is 40,000 square meters, 8 oors
   (6 oors on the ground, 2 oors under the ground) with 5,000 parking lot. Besides Fantacy World shopping mall also includes
   super market, IMAX cinema, children's playground to meet customer’ shopping and recreation requirements.     

           

  

 Strong information security to protect customer privacy.  

Well coverage for whole shopping mall without dead spot.    

High reliability and availability to assure operational quality and customer experience

SOLUTION

 Fantacy World evaluate and choose software APC + Fit AP solution to build Wi-Fi network. 

PERFORMANCE

FEEDBACK

Centralized management and fast deployment has signicantly reduced deployment time and cost, 
and enable quick problem resolution.  Signicant RF improvements with no drop outs and dead spot.
Also mobile applications with high performance connectivity has increase staff productivity and 
customer service,Through function of PORTAL Authentication you can randomly release the discount,
 coupon or other promotion information to potential customers so as to fulll the one-to-on promotion 
and stimulate customer consumption.          

As a one of largest shopping center in Shenzhen, Fantacy World shopping mall receives 20,000~30,000 customers every day. To
satisfy customers and compete in a mobile environment, shopping centers must install wireless networks and mobile shopping 
applications across their networks.                 

“The solution has tted our business model perfectly. It is reliable, cost-effective. and 
the fact that more and more customers connect to Wi-Fi and go shopping through website
directly.” 
                                                                   -----From  Chief Information Ofcer:  Mr. David    

DEPLOYMENT

SHOPPINGMALL  CASES

Fantacy World Shoppingmall

Scalable and cost-effective wireless network architecture

Retails Recreation

    IMAX Cinema

Supper Market

Playground

PoE

Gigabit Ethernet

Wi-Fi

Topology :

Internet

G3224P G3224P

W45AP

W45AP

W45AP

Internet

INC-M300

Internet

  Server

W45AP

 Employ IP-COM “AP Unit” AP controller system easily monitor and manage W45AP for cost-saving.   

 Gateway M300 concurrently works with 300 users least  and portal authentication for AD promotion for visitors. 

 Deploy G3224P to prevent any network intrusion as well as link aggregation for fast and secure network 

 High power W45AP support multiple SSID, VLAN ,TX power adjustable,ideal for high-trafc and wide coverage  network  
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